3 KEY LOCATIONS OUTLINED BY
THE COMMUNITY
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AIM: To activate green

spaces for

community use.
1) St Agnes Park - linking new bakery
with kids play area and the parks
green space.

2) St Pauls Learning Centre - Linking
cafe with the external terrace and
green square.

3) Halston Drive Community
Room - Linking the room
with the green square.
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“The Architecture Centre have done a great job in reaching out to all stakeholders,
whether the big names or the small start-ups, and warmly welcoming them to have
a seat at the table. The passion for improvement TALO has for the local area was
matched by The Architecture Centre’s passion to include all the big ideas in a
transparent and inclusive way. We are confident that the Architecture Centre will
deliver a state-of-the-art project if the proposal gets the go ahead.”

Hibo, Founder, TALO

ST PAULS -

Stakeholder Engagement: What did the community say they wanted?

“The spaces are too blank, we would like to see more
colour and interesting spaces to gather and share”

“How do you even define the community of St Pauls?
We need to celebrate the diverse heritage and culture

ST PAULS -

Stakeholder Engagement: What did the community say they wanted?

“It would be great if the green spaces were a destination as well as a
place to cycle through”
“The less traffic the more friendships the more community, bikes make a better
stronger community.”

Methodology statement from the Architecture Centre:
The team we would work with would be imaginative and experienced with a strong background in
co-designed community projects and project management, working across all three sites to ensure legibility
and connectedness. Inspired by the approaches of Build Up Foundation, The Conservation Volunteers
organisation and Park Works, and with the support of local community organisations The Network, The Friends
of St Agnes Park, St Agnes Neighbourhood Watch, Cabot School, Full Circle Girls Gardening Club, St Pauls
Learning Centre Makers Space amongst others, our approach to making will be collaborative. Group ‘recipe’
workshops will determine the street design graphics and murals, with opportunities to co-create with the local
communities. This will be followed by ‘thank you feasting’, providing a cyclical process to community building.
We will be working in an Academic partnership with Dr Tom Allport, a Consultant Paediatrician and Honorary
Senior Lecturer at Bristol Medical School to monitor and evaluate the impact that our changes have on local
people and place, especially young people and children.
“At The Architecture Centre we believe that the built environment
shapes our daily experience and has a profound effect on the health
and well-being of citizens. We bring people and place together in our
work, being responsive to the local need, energy and opportunities.
Inspired by the One City approach, we build capacity for communities,
leveraging professional expertise and practical producing experience
to co-design work with citizens. Over the past year we have developed
strong local partnerships in St Pauls to collaboratively shape this
proposal. This model of working has been hugely inspiring for our
team, together we have co-designed a project that we believe brings
huge added value across St Pauls - celebrating cultures, supporting
social enterprise and encouraging walking and cycling through a
cleaner, more visible green way.”
Anna, Director, Architecture Centre

Three top ward priorities identified by the local community
Building A Recipe For Well-Being, St Pauls

1. Health, Well-being and the Environment: The need to increase
active travel across a cycle friendly route, nurture local wildlife and
reduce dangerous levels of pollution and cars in St Pauls.
2. Connectivity: The need to make the ‘Green Way’ route visible and
connected, less segregation and more celebration of culture and
activities across the green spaces.
3. Access & Multi Use Spaces: Making the spaces safer, better and
more functional for all types of users.
These priorities correspond with key themes in the One City Plan.

THE GREEN WAY
Building A Recipe For Well-Being, St Pauls

GRAPHIC IMAGERY - LEGIBLE DESIGN

Easton - St Marks Rd

St Agnes Park

St Agnes Park - APE Bakery

St Pauls -

ROBUST STREET FURNITURE FOR CONVIVIAL FEASTING

Across 3 sites

“91 languages
spoken
in Bristol.”

“Diverse
cultures and
Food
oﬀering.”

“Themed around food, using the
green spaces along the St Pauls
green link to create convivial
moments to share food, recipes
and interactions.”

St Pauls -

Graphics to connect the community buildings with the public green spaces

St Pauls -

Example seating, planting and bike storage

St Pauls - ACCESSIBILITY
Connecting local communities through sharing of different cultural foods
across the sites.
Access: Enabling people with mobility needs to enter/leave sites easily
considering parking for bikes in a mixed-use space. Functional places to sit
for those less able to stand/less mobile. Street furniture will include redacted
bench options for wheelchair users. Designs will be functional for all ages.
The visually impaired will be considered in thinking about the designs for
each site, considering textures and surface for tactile legibility.

Wheelchairs can access the end of the bench. Legs to table and
bench are not a trip hazard.

Food for all to enjoy.
Cultural cohesion. World
food.

Colour & texture for the
visually impaired

St Pauls - VISUAL LEGIBILTY & LOCAL CULTURE

EXAMPLE: Dibond outdoor signage designed into 91 languages of Bristol permenant ﬂags

AIM: To activate green spaces for community use.
1) St Agnes Park - linking new bakery with kids play area and parks green space.

APE Bakery location. This proposal is putting forward
the access and surveillance link on to the park.
Existing access into building
Location and direction to increase surveillance and
interaction with the green space. Access window on
to bakery to be increased and act as servery hatch.
Move fence line in towards gutter line
allowing access service hatch and provide
heavy durable seating for the community.
Bike rails to move across to edge of wall to park

AIM: To activate green spaces for community use.
1) St Agnes Park - linking new bakery with kids play area and parks green space.

“Let’s make bread together.”

The proposal for St Agnes Park is to support APE’s community bakery to
become a successful and sustainable social enterprise through activating its
relationship with the adjacent green space and kids playground. Moving the
fence line and creating a seating /gathering area adjacent to the playground
would allow parents surveillance of their children and provide a sunny spot
to celebrate and share food together, retaining visitors to the park rather than
just passing through. The multicultural bakery aims to celebrate breads from
across the world, offer opportunities for local apprenticeships and support
community activity through planting/ growing herbs to support the food
production. Provisions for new bike storage will accommodate the increased
visitors to the park encouraging cycling along the Green Way.

“The provision of picnic tables and edible planters in St Agnes Park to support the new community bakery / playground’s offer
& encourages the community coming together sharing healthy lifestyle options within the park space. We are looking towards
a healthy public spaces visibility where positive lifestyle options are available and supportive to the disparate
communities coming together here.”

Rachel, Co-Director, APE

AIM: To activate green spaces for community use.
2) St Pauls Learning Centre - Linking cafe with the external terrace and green square.

Cafe within St Pauls Learning Centre. This proposal is
putting forward the access and surveillance link on to
the terrace and green square.
Existing access into building
Location and direction to increase surveillance and
interaction on to terrace and green square. Access
window on to cafe as existing to act as servery hatch.

Render and paint wall with graphic in
keeping with APE in St Agnes Park. Also to
provide heavy duty seating for community
use on both the terrace and green square.
Cover over servery hatch

AIM: To activate green spaces for community use.
2) St Pauls Learning Centre - Linking cafe with the external terrace and green square.

“Let’s eat food from a local culture.”

St Paul’s Learning centre is known for being a vibrant creative community
hub but this is not reﬂected in the ‘inactive’ facade of the building and its stern
relationship to the adjacent green space. The proposed infrastructure changes
aim to improve the appearance and functionality of the side of the building
and terrace, activating the green space for community use and celebrating
the community culture of the centre. Glen’s Kitchen, the current tenants of St
Paul’s Learning Centre, are loved and renowned in the community for their
traditional Afro- Caribbean cuisine, but their visibility and access is poor.
Through providing a serving hatch, awning, vibrant murals and robust but
colourful outdoor seating, the centre will transform its relationship with St
Paul’s Green, staying true to their mission to be relevant and inclusive for all.
Innovative bike storage/insect hotels and planters will provide provisions for
increased footfall and cyclists across the ‘green way’. Legibility and wayﬁnding
connectors between St Agnes Park, St Pauls Green and St Paul’s Gardens
will strengthen and improve the ‘Green way’ in St Pauls, generating joint
ownership and value that will attract and retains visitors.

AIM: To activate green spaces for community use.
3) Halston Drive Community Room - Linking the room with the green square.

Halston Drive Community Room. This proposal is
putting forward a stronger link between the community
room and the green square.
Existing access into building
Location and direction to increase
interaction on to green square.
Render and paint wall with graphic in keeping with
APE in St Agnes Park. Also to provide heavy duty
seating for community use in the green square.

AIM: To activate green spaces for community use.
3) Halston Drive Community Room - Linking the room with the green square.

HALSTONDRIVE
6no.robusttablesandseating
StreetFurnituremaintenance
RendertowallsͲantigraphite
Recipesignage(colabwithFullCircle)
Electricitypointinsquare
Artworktoflooringconnectingroomstosquare
Communityparticipationanddelivery
GLprovisions/wayfinding
subtotal

9,000
0
3,000
1,000
6,000
1,000
2,437
5,000
27,437

8,000
1,000
3,000
1,000
0
1,937
1,500
5,000
21,437

InfrastructuretoenhanceHDcommunityroomanditsrelationshiptoStPaul'sGardens.
Robustfurniture,landscaping&foodplanterstoanimateparkspace
Maintenancebudget
Permanentandhardwearingsurface
Samedesignstyle/artistusedacrossallthreesitesforlegibility/wayfinding.Differentculturalrecipescelebratedatthe3sites.
RemovedͲvaluenotcomparable.
Localtenants,communityorganisations&localschoolsengagedtoindesign
Involvementofcommunityindelivery(planters,artworketc)
Provisionofbikestorage/plantersateachsite+accessibilityconsiderations.£5krestrictedS106spend.

Halston Drive Community Room:

“Let’s make & share home cooked food together”

Whilst the other two sites have social enterprise hubs that pre-exist, Halston Drive
Community Room is a Bristol City Council asset that is booked out to Tenants and local
groups from St Pauls Gardens for gatherings and events. TALO, a Somali Women’s
Advocacy and Empowerment group regularly use the space for coffee mornings, sharing
of food, book groups, children’s play and other cultural activities. Engagement with user
groups of this space have shown that the space is hugely valued yet poorly resourced
and tired, with the potential for it being a much loved and celebrated hub for the wider
community. It is in a very special secluded location, away from pollution of cars in St
Pauls, but we have discovered the adjacent park is unanimated and underused and
the connections between the spaces is poor, with a large area of hard core outside the
Community Group that is blank and uninspiring. A local Somali group called HEROS also
meets nearby to share and celebrate cultural foods but is short of communal gathering
space. Through animating the Community room with vibrant colours, visibly connecting
the hub with the green space and providing robust seating in the park for gatherings,
the space becomes more functional and vibrant, encouraging community cohesion and
multi-use. Bike storage provision, planting and connecting visuals will link this site with
the other sites along the ‘Green Way’ to cultivate the use of safer, cleaner, mode of
travel away from the polluted main roads of St Pauls.

The Green Way – Building a Recipe for Well-Being, St Pauls
Provisions for the Green Link
Feedback from our community workshops suggested a heritage trial and wayﬁnding devices to help
users navigate the ‘Green Way.’ In response we have added ‘Green Way’ provisions at each site that
focus on connecting the route and sites via visual legibility and wayﬁnding. Innovative bike stores that
double up as insect hotels will be installed at each site, with an an option to laser cut words into the
structures and street furniture that will celebrate the world foods, recipes and herbs planted at each site,
shaping a cultural heritage trail across the route. Vibrant recipe murals will celebrate the multicultural
heritage of the site through food. (See success of Michelle Curtis Seven Saints murals as wayﬁnders
in the area). The S106 funds will be used to plant trees and create edible planters that feed the social
enterprise and are hubs for urban food generation and learning. Developing a project across the Green
Way will promote healthier lifestyle choices through use of a less polluted, safer path through St Pauls,
supporting cycling, walking and cleaner forms of transport.

Group
Nudge Group have been working alongside the architecture centre to support, design and deliver ideas generated by the stakeholders of St Pauls,
Bristol.

THE ARCHITECTS, ABOUT NUDGE
Shankari Raj, Principle
Shankari a highly experienced, creative team leader and the board British Architectural Trust Board (BATB). She founded Nudge to challenge
traditional approaches to architecture head-on, focusing on community led, sustainable design processes. She is also a visiting lecturer at Cardiff
University and Newcastle University. She has been a judge for Architectural Journal for over 4years. In 2017 she took some time out to project
manage the build of a house in Sri Lanka.
Her practice Nudge is a young, versatile, Bristol-based architecture practice with a strong reputation for designing and delivering spaces that enable
people to innovate, be bold, work, muse and reﬂect. Nudge is behind a growing portfolio of award winning spaces in Bristol and beyond. Recent
projects include, OVO Energy headquarters, Old Market Assembly (bar, restaurant, theatre and bakery), SS Great Britain Café, Engine Shed (for
Bristol City Council), Temple Studios (for TCN-UK) and Creative Common (for Bristol City Council & HCA).

“Having creative ﬂair with practical application, attributes which are often mutually exclusive. With their commitment and passion I’d have no
hesitation in recommending them.”

Richard Pearce, TCN-UK (Temple Studios)

“Why is Bristol so successful? There are a few clues at the Engine Shed, the original entrance to Temple Meads, that this is a place for modern,
forward-thinking, successful young businesses… You could be at a national headquarters of Google… But you’re not. You’re in one of the oldest
train terminuses of its kind, designed and built by Isambard Kingdom Brunel in 1841, and given a facelift in 2013…”
Bristol 24/7, Louis Emanuel, Dec 27th 2015.

The philosophy of Nudge is guided by the concept of collaboration and co-design, which recognises that the spirit of a space is always shaped by
the people who use it. We are a boutique architectural practice who understands each design project requires a unique set of skills. For this reason
we seek to work on projects which inspire and drive our creative energy, with passionate clients who want to make a positive physical impact on
our urban landscape. We build each team around our client’s needs, ensuring social and environmental values, innovative ﬂair and a true spirit of
collaboration function together for the best possible outcome.

‘We like to understand how people think, how people move around spaces and how they engage with each other. An understanding of behavioural
patterns is how we create fully engaging and occupied fun environments.”

Shankari Raj, Nudge Group, Architect & Founder.

For examples of work visit www.nudgegroup.com

GLOSSARY - Example street furniture quote
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- Making it work(shop) community documentation

GLOSSARY

- Project Summary
The Green Way – Building a Recipe for Wellbeing, St Pauls.
PROJECT SUMMARY
The Green Way – Building a Recipe for Wellbeing, St Pauls, is a multi-site project that
connects green spaces, streets and communities in St Pauls through a series of bold, visible,
architectural improvements that ‘activate’ three valued community buildings, re-connecting
them to their green spaces and making them more accessible, resilient and relevant for all.
THE SITES
St Pauls Adventure Playground Multicultural Community Bakery / St Agnes Park
Linking bakery with park through provision of multi-use space including family picnic space
with surveillance over kids play area, additional bike stores, bold visual legibility to building
and hard core, awning to community bakery service hatch and edible planters. These site
changes support APE’s vision to celebrate world foods and promote healthy public space
visibility where positive lifestyle options are freely available and supportive to the disparate
communities coming together in the area.
St Pauls Learning Centre / St Pauls Green
Linking SPLC & kitchen/social enterprise with external terrace and adjacent park through reconfiguration of kitchen, provision of serving hatch, permanent awning, heavy duty family
picnic benches on hardcore, bold visual legibility on façade with new render, additional
bike stores, planting and signage. These site changes support SPLC’s ambitions to be
generous and relevant to, and a celebration of, all local communities whilst supporting the
long-term sustainability and viability of the Centre and its ability to hire space /support local
enterprise.
Halston Drive Community Room / St Paul’s Gardens
Linking the Halston Drive Community Room with St Paul’s Gardens through re-activating
the façade and surrounding hard core with a bold visual language that is co-created by the
local tenants, connecting the room with the park. Providing robust park seating will
encourage community cohesion – a multiuse spaces for gathering and children surveillance.
The space is hugely valued by local community but currently underused. These changes
aim to put the space back on the map as a valued local asset, making it a better connected
and more welcoming with a strong relationship to the green space.
ALL - A connecting visual brand will be introduced across all three sites that will encourage
greener, safer, travel (cycling/walking) route between sites - additional bike storage will
support an increased usage of the St Pauls ‘Green Way.’

GLOSSARY

- Evidence of Ward Priorities


CONSULATION AND ENGAGEMENT EVIDENCE – THE GREEN WAY

Observations evidence that collected data around local perception and usage of
the ‘Green Way’ that showed an average of 150 walkers, 26 cyclists, over 40
families, 2 disabled, 15 business people traveling through from St Pauls Green to
Portland Square over the course of a 2-hour period. This was proof that the green
spaces were used by some, but how?

GLOSSARY

- Evidence of Ward Priorities
Observations evidence

families, 2 disabled, 15 business people traveling through from St Pauls Green to
Portland Square over the course of a 2-hour period. This was proof that the green
spaces were used by some, but how?
We asked local groups and residents questions about how they currently used these
streets and green spaces through a series of 200 surveys and found out that –
• Many people cycled in the area, but most did not know what and where the
‘Green Way’ was;
• Those that did (less than a third), saw it as a valuable pathway through the
area, with 100% of local people we asked saying they would choose to walk
it regularly if they were able to;

GLOSSARY

- Evidence of Ward Priorities

FILM
LINK TO FILM: https://www.dropbox.com/s/mgo112746o3kcsr/ACSPdraft.mov?dl=0

